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…. As Hard Money
Lenders Jump 40%

Home-Flipping Trend Stalls
After a Q1 2019 Nine-Year High
ATTOM Data Solutions, curator of the nation’s premier property database and first property
data provider of Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) released home-flipping trend weakens after its
impressive Q12019 numbers,

The American Association of Private Lenders
says the number of hard money lenders is
approximately 8,300, up 40% since 2016,
reported Bloomberg.
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suggest that investors are unloading
their homes while they still can,

In Atlanta, house flippers want to put up smaller down payments than ever before, said Michael
Braswell, a broker who works with hard money lenders.
"I would say, probably more than half the deals that come across my desk are not viable deals,"
Braswell said.
Now, a slowdown in the flipping business might be right at the corner,
Some Western cities are seeing big declines in home flips, including in Seattle and San Jose,
California, based on the rate of those types of transactions as a percentage of all sales.

Fix-And-Flip >>>

Flippers are Playing a
Different Game
Today’s shift
The flipping game is
different this time around,

Flippers are shifting away
from price speculation and
toward adding value to

with short-term investors

properties.
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increasingly good at buying

After 2007
After 2007, returns skyrocketed for flippers
to a median of around 40 percent (and near
100 percent when annualized), presumably
because they were able to purchase distressed
properties at deep discounts and quickly

properties at a discount while
the premium they’re selling
for has remained mostly
constant. This is yet more
evidence that flipping today is

Corp flippers entering
the market
What’s more, the trend away from
speculation and toward value-add
might be due to an entrance of more
experienced, professional flippers into
the market.

less risky and less speculative
than during the 2000s.

resell them at a profit.

Success Story >>>

Metros with the Highest Median Flipping Return
Tend to be highest in Areas with Older Housing stocks

Tend to be highest in Areas with Newer Housing stocks

US Real Estate Market >>>

US. Real Estate Trends & Market Info
Truth is U.S. housing market is gradually cooling…demand and construction
activity are falling, amidst rising interest rates. Homebuilder sentiment is also
at its lowest in more than three years. But US econonomic growth is VERY
strong and offers still great opportunities to investors who can spot them!

House price rises are decelerating gradually.

Interest Rates cut by
Another Quarter Point

Demand and construction activity are

In line with market expectations, the Federal
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rates.

Reserve cut interest rates to the 1.75% to
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Home price gains continue to trend down,

A few more rate cuts could be needed to

but may be leveling off to a sustainable

prop up a slowing U.S. economy as well as

level,” says Philip Murphy, Managing

reduce pressure on the inverted yield curve.

Director and Global Head of Index

It remains to be seen whether the Fed plans

Governance at S&P Dow Jones Indices.

on additional rate cuts beyond this year, as

After six years of strong house price growth,
the U.S. housing market is now cooling.

amidst

rising

interest

“The average YOY gain declined to 3.0% in June, down from 3.1% the prior month. However,

further accommodation could be needed to

fewer cities (12) experienced lower YOY price gains than in May (13).

thwart geopolitical risks including the China
trade war, tensions in the Persian Gulf and

“The southwest (Phoenix and Las Vegas) remains the regional leader in home price gains, followed

even Brexit.

by the southeast (Tampa and Charlotte). With three of the bottom five cities (Seattle, San Francisco,
and San Diego), much of the west coast is challenged to sustain YOY gains. For the second month
in a row, however, only Seattle experienced outright decline with YOY price change of -1.3%. The
U.S. National Home Price NSA Index YOY price change in June 2019 of 3.1% is exactly half of
what it was in June 2018. While housing has clearly cooled off from 2018, home price gains in most
cities remain positive in low single digits. Therefore, it is likely that current rates of change will
generally be sustained barring an economic downturn.”
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Should I Lock in?
Mortgage rates are notoriously fickle, and tend
to rise much more quickly than they fall
That being the case, if a small rise in rates is enough to ruin your chance at buying or
refinancing a home, you should strongly consider locking in the rate which will make your
deal work, no matter what it might be.

TRENDIEST HOUSING MARKETS FOR FIX-AND FLIP

final thoughts...
Finding
An Agent That’s Right For You
Watching HGTV, it just looks so easy to transform a home into a big bucket of
dollars…From established investors to new investors, everyone wants a piece
of this action.. Make sure you got your numbers in order, read about
ecomomics and meet people in the industry…

Need our help for financing your
• Fix-And Flip
• New Construction
• Multi Family
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